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Just last week, Hansal Mehta lost his father and had informed him about the same through Twitter with a picture of his father. “I always thought he would outlive me. I was wrong. See you on the ...
Hansal Mehta shares a 20-year-old picture with Manoj Bajpayee from the sets of Dil Pe Mat Le Yaar
Rima Jain reveals a lot more about her father, Raj Kapoor and his relationship with his wife, Krishna Kapoor and their kids, Randhir Kapoor, Rishi Kapoor, Rajiv Kapoor, Ritu Nanda and herself.
Raj Kapoor's Daughter, Rima On His Link-Up Rumours, Reveals Love Story Saying He Only Loved His Wife
A socially awkward maths academic in China who many people thought was an ‘idiot’, has caught the attention of millions after the media revealed he is actually considered a genius by peers.
China: Peking University’s ‘ugliest maths teacher’, once thought an ‘idiot’, internet celebrity after awkward interview
Fort Knox held its annual Memorial Day service at the Main Post Cemetery May 31 to honor the lives of those who made the ultimate ...
Fort Knox hosts annual Memorial Day ceremony and cemetery visitation
Pretoria - Another family from Eersterust has called on the City of Tshwane to conduct an audit of gravesites in the community after their grave was disturbed and another body was allegedly buried ...
Eersterust family finds grave disturbed, another body ’buried’ on top
My father was a sportsman (he won a Commonwealth medal for Wales for Weightlifting) and a PE teacher, so I used to go with him and spend time in empty sports venues. There is a special atmosphere to ...
audiobooks announce second album with opening track “The Doll”
When Lesley Campbell sued Citibank in March 2015 ... Then, she got a text from an unknown number advising her that there was a legal way to discharge her debt – along with an offer to help ...
The young lawyer who became the 'Don Quixote' of canceling student debt
Enheduanna lived from about 2285 to 2250 B.C., in what is now modern Iraq. Certainly she deserves a place in the pantheon of the great female poets, but she was unknown until 1927 A.D. and even now ...
Professing Faith: Poet’s name obscured by history but her work lived on
Let's not count our babies before we've seen them...So while we are waiting for final confirmation of the 'Tembisa 10', here's a history of the world's confirmed record-breaking births.
‘Tembisa 10’ for real? Let’s have a look at confirmed record births rather
Lesley Wapad, her son-in-law ... Pretoria News reported that the Cyster family were astonished to learn their father’s grave had been opened up and a Mr Moore buried there without their consent.
Body of stranger buried on top of Eersterust family’s relative
The victim’s father, Thomas Warren Sr ... his girlfriend’s car near 285 East Hospitality Lane when Warren and an unknown man driving a black hatchback sedan became engaged in a road-related ...
Family turns to cash rewards to find killer of son shot in apparent road rage incident in San Bernardino
Living on the outskirts of civilization, in a cabin in a natural preserve, are a father (Will Forte ... Gus begins a quest to find his unknown mother, accompanied across a very pretty post ...
Netflix’s ‘Sweet Tooth’: TV Review
Bolly Buzz: High Court dismisses Sushant Singh Rajput's father's plea ... And as the Warrens venture into the unknown, they take the audience along. Johnson and Wan’s incredible quality of ...
The Conjuring: The Devil Made Me Do It Movie Review
The son of Jamaican immigrants and born in north-west London, Steadman says his father’s violence forced ... At Kingsbury High School in north-west London his PE teacher Brian Jones, a Welshman ...
Floyd Steadman: from Saracens to headmaster spotting Itoje’s potential
Decades ago, Marisa Silver’s father shared a memory from his childhood ... her universe into something far more complicated and unknown.” ...
‘The Mysteries’ taps into Watergate-era American life through the eyes of a little girl
The suspect vehicle is registered to Lee’s father in Diamond Bar ... Eriz fired at least one shot from an unknown-caliber pistol as the cars, going north on the 55, approached the Chapman ...
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